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N6-fufuryladenine (N6FFA), or kinetin, has a long
history as a plant cytokine with practical applications in
agriculture. This adenosine analog is now commonplace
in natural product small molecule chemical screening
libraries, and as such has been discovered as active in
mammalian disease pathways that include Parkinson’s
disease, Huntington’s disease (HD) and Familial
Dysautonomia. We provide a perspective on our data
relative to HD and recent discoveries of genetic modifiers of
this disease predominantly related to DNA damage repair.
We outline the importance of nucleotide salvage and the
presence of this adenosine analog in human samples and
efficacy in models of human disease, with mechanisms
that are empowered by chemical studies using N6FFA as a
nucleic acid crosslinking agent.
In July 2018, we published a report on the discovery of a
lead compound, N6-furfuryladenine (N6FFA or kinetin),
from a library of bioactive compounds, that restored the
hypo-phosphorylation of the mutant huntingtin protein
within the N17 domain [1]. N17 is a 17 amino acid domain
within huntingtin adjacent to the CAG DNA expanded
polyglutamine tract that appears to be a master switch
regulator of huntingtin localization from the endoplasmic
reticulum and vesicles to the nucleus and DNA damage
sites [2,3]. N17 can be modified at position serine 13 or 16
by casein kinase 2 (CK2) [4]. The screen was conducted
in an unbiased manner, with robotic microscopy data
acquisition and subsequent non-supervised machine
sorting with Principal Component Analysis [5], then
secondary and tertiary assays to directly measure the
effect of the compound on the restoration of a serine
phosphorylation in huntingtin N17. This compound was
then shown in mouse cortical neurons and a HD mouse
model to revert some disease phenotypes, and lower the
load of mutant huntingtin aggregates in the HD mouse
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brain. This lead compound activity was rare in that it
restored a signaling pathway seen defective in disease.
Early days of understanding how this compound was
mechanistically acting in our system was confounded
by 40 years of publications that only defined N6FFA as
a plant growth cytokine, or mammalian applications in
dermatology as an applied topical agent [6]. In human
cell studies, N6FFA was typically defined as a plant-based
compound, but it was only after a thorough collation
of all sources of data on this compound in dermatology,
industry, and cancer research, did we start to understand
that N6FFA is a universal by-product of DNA modification
by the Fenton reaction, which could be triggered by simple
genotoxic stresses like heat or reactive oxygen [7]. One
critical study was the discovery of N6FFA in human urine,
and the elevation of levels in human cancer, demonstrating
this compound was produced in humans [8].
From high-content screening by others, N6FFA
was discovered in 2013 to restore the activity of the
mutant PINK1 kinase that is causative to a rare genetic
Parkinson’s disease [9]. PINK1 has been found to localize
to the outer membrane of mitochondria, and is detected
in the cytosol where it is thought to sense mitochondrial
damage and trigger mitophagy via Parkin signaling.
Similar to HD, in Parkinson’s disease there appeared to
be a defective kinase signaling pathway. This type of drug
target has not been pursued by industry, as almost all of
the kinase targets pursued involve kinase inhibition as a
disease therapeutic. One critical mechanism discovered
by Hertz et al., was that N6FFA was being salvaged from
an adenosine analog to a triphosphate analog, kinetin
triphosphate, or KTP. This salvaging was being done by
adenine phosphoribosyltransferase, or APRT. Thus, Hertz
defined KTP as a “neo-substrate”, an alternative to ATP
or GTP as a phosphate donor that can still be catalytically
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Figure 1: The ATP-binding catalytic pockets of CK2 and PINK1 can accommodate large ATP analogs.
used by the mutant PINK1. What was then intriguing was
that two independent groups focused on two different
age-onset genetic neurodegenerative diseases commonly
discovered a similar lead compound that in both cases
restored a defective signaling pathway, yet through two
distinct kinases. What is evident from the structures
of the catalytic domains of CK2 and PINK1 is that they
both have an unusually large void around the ATP pocket
to accommodate the furfuryl sidegroup in N6FFA and
potentially other N6-modified adenosine analogs (Figure
1).
Parallel projects within the lab by cell biology were
leading us to conclude huntingtin had a role in DNA
damage repair as a scaffold, and that importantly, that this
was signaled by CK2 [10]. The relevance to this in human
disease became paramount as the result of a series of very
large genetic modifiers of disease studies came to the
conclusion that DNA repair factors were major modifiers
of HD age at onset [11-13]. It was at this point we realized
that N6FFA as a cytokine, and huntingtin as a DNA repair
protein, were in fact interrelated. This led the hypothesis
of a biochemical signaling feedback loop, in which
huntingtin activity was responsible for the correction
of N6FFA adducts in damaged DNA, which netted free
N6FFA, which was then salvaged to KTP, and used by CK2
to modify huntingtin to feedback to more DNA repair.
As N6FFA adducts are repaired, the signal is naturally
dampened as KTP is used up. In HD, the lack of N6FFA
repair led to a lack of downstream KTP, hence resulting
in a loss of function of mutant huntingtin and a defective
signaling pathway. By adding N6FFA in trans, allowing for
salvaging to KTP, we then pushed forward this signaling
reaction and hence showed benefit in mouse models.
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Revisiting the Effects of N6FFA in Humans
N6FFA was discovered in dermatology research to provide
benefit on epithelial cell health [14]. While a mechanism
of anti-oxidant was proposed, N6FFA itself does not have
any anti-oxidant chemical properties, but does signal
an antioxidant response [15], likely tied to DNA damage
events. N6FFA is now an additive in cosmetic topical skin
creams, and benefits to skin are likely a combination of
activation of antioxidant response pathways as well as
activating DNA damage repair, which is a major stress
event in skin epithelial cells. This has led to the term,
“cosmeceutical” [16].
N6FFA was also discovered in a screen to correct a mRNA
splicing defect seen in familial dysautonomia (FD), a
pediatric neurological disorder caused by a splice defect in
ELP1 gene [17]. This results in a defective kappa B kinase
complex-associated protein (IKAP) protein. In mouse
models of FD, dosing from birth could restore proper
ELP1 RNA splicing, increase IKAP protein levels, and
reduce the phenotype of proprioceptive sensory loss [18].
Human clinical trials of N6FFA were initiated for FD [17],
but as a sparingly soluble compound, pharmacological
preparations to achieve dose levels scaled from mice to
humans have a challenge with oral bioavailability. At this
point, the exact molecular mechanism of how N6FFA
leads to splicing correction is unknown, but it is intriguing
that a role of huntingtin in transcription-coupled DNA
repair has been recently discovered [19]. There may be
an effect of correction of ELP1 mRNA mis-splicing during
transcription-coupled repair via enhanced CK2 activity by
the presence of KTP.
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Could
the
Huntington’s-Parkinson’s The Chemistry of N6FFA DNA Adducts,
N6FFA Connection be TP53?
and the Importance of FAN1 in HD
Upstream of the huntingtin/CK2/KTP feedback loop,
CK2 is well defined as a signaling kinase in DNA damage
response [20]. One of the targets of CK2 modification is the
tumor suppressor protein, TP53 [21]. Upon modification
of serine 386 by CK2, TP53 is prompted into its tetrameric
transcriptionally active state [21]. Active TP53 can
increase transcription and production of huntingtin via a
TP53 response element in the HTT promoter [22]. Thus,
we have a higher level of sensing and regulation, as TP53
is historically defined as a genomic integrity sentinel,
constantly shuttling between nucleus and cytoplasm to
monitor DNA integrity. As DNA damage is detected by
TP53, the result is higher transcription and protein levels
of huntingtin. The chronic high expression levels of mutant
huntingtin in HD brain suggests TP53 may be sensing
increased DNA damage and one result of that is to increase
huntingtin levels, but mutant huntingtin cannot correct
DNA damage. At a threshold of DNA damage detection,
TP53 may then be signaling neuronal death via apoptosis
to prevent tumorigenesis.
When an HD model mouse was dosed with N6FFA, we
observed a surprising drop in the levels of detectable
protein inclusions, or insoluble aggregates, of mutant
huntingtin in the brain in a dose-response manner. We
hypothesize that priming the signaling with exogenous
N6FFA, hence KTP, led to reduced DNA damage and hence
a dampening of TP53 activation of huntingtin. The analogy
is a sink overflowing with water, while a classic approach
of therapeutics is to reduce huntingtin levels (the “water”),
this does not address the tap (TP53) continuing to pour
water. By reducing damage, hence CK2 signaling, hence
TP53 activity, N6FFA/KTP could shut off the “tap”.
Another target of active TP53 is PINK1, but in that
case, TP53 activity represses PINK1 activity and hence
suppresses mitophagy [23]. There is thus inter-regulation
between CK2 and PINK1, where KTP can be used to
decrease PINK1 transcription via CK2, but also be used to
increase PINK1 kinase activity on PINK1 substrates. At this
point, the net beneficial pathway for neurodegenerative
disease is not known. CK2 modification of TP53 leads to
a bifurcated response, increasing huntingtin and active
phospho-huntingtin, as well as down-regulation of
mitophagy, which may benefit a stressed neuron at a time
of severe energy deficit, utilizing inefficient mitochondria
as opposed to the genesis of new mitochondria, which is
energy intensive. While we focused on the use of KTP to
modify huntingtin, we also used KTP across a panel of
known CK2 sites in proteins to conclude CK2 can use KTP
on any classic substrate, including many proteins in DNA
damage repair [1].
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The major genetic modifier of HD identified by GenomeWide Association Studies of over 12,000 HD patients
was the Fanconi Anemia DNA repair factor, FAN1 [24].
Follow up studies in HD patients have shown higher FAN1
protein levels to correlate with later age at onset, and less
somatic expansion of the CAG DNA repeat in HTT [25].
FAN1 is well defined as a DNA repair factor endonuclease
that acts to correct DNA interstrand crosslinks (ICL).
While FAN1 levels correlate to the stability of CAG tract in
HTT, neither the exact mechanism, nor the mechanistic
consequences of CAG hyper-expansion are known.
N6FFA in DNA has been under development as a
chemical tool to promote cross-linking with proteins and
nucleic acid, both DNA and RNA, via furan reactivity [26].
By the use of the furan side group in N6-furfuryladenine,
inter and intra cross links can be created between nucleic
acids and proteins [27], and this chemistry is promoted
by reactive oxygen levels [28]. Thus, the combination of
increased ageing reactive oxygen stress and the failure to
correct N6FFA adducts may promote DNA cross-linking
in HD, making the activity of FAN1 more important to
correct these ICLs. Future work on quantifying trapped
N6FFA in HD neuronal DNA as well as the mechanistic
implications of ICLs leading to CAG DNA instability could
give us very precise mechanistic insights into the beneficial
role of FAN1 activity in HD and hence new practical
therapeutic targets. One area that requires further study
is the presence of N6FFA DNA adducts and any effect on
CAG DNA somatic instability in the huntingtin gene, as
current mechanistic models of DNA instability assume
unmodified DNA. An appealing concept is that typical
reactive oxygen stress increases with human ageing may
trigger more N6FFA adducts and hence lead to more
instability of the CAG tract in the huntingtin gene, thus
amplifying the effect of the mutation in the huntingtin
mRNA or protein. This could partially explain the ageonset nature of HD. This suggests huntingtin activity in
DNA repair and dysfunction of mutant huntingtin may
be contributing to the somatic expansion of its own gene.
Indeed, one intriguing study indicates the CAG expansion
in another CAG repeat disease gene, spinocerebellar
ataxia type 2 (SCA2), can be affected by huntingtin levels
[29].
Currently, an effort to derive a chemical series of N6FFA
derivatives with improved potency and pharmacokinetics
is underway at Mitokinin Inc., a biotech company located in
San Francisco, California. Mitokinin has active programs
in Parkinson’s disease and Huntington’s disease.
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